By implementing the KPIT Tech Notes add-on for PTC® Windchill®, Aerojet Rocketdyne was able to achieve substantial efficiency gains through reduction of note checking and writing time.

Customer Profile
By implementing the KPIT Tech Notes add-on for PTC® Windchill®, Aerojet Rocketdyne was able to achieve substantial efficiency gains through reduction of note checking and writing time.

Customer Needs
Aerojet Rocketdyne used a disconnected, home-grown database of engineering notes and required the functionality of this system integrated into Windchill.

Solution Profile
KPIT’s Tech Notes add-on was used to systemize and organize process notes in Windchill, resulting in decreased note variability and time spent on writing, a significant reduction in checking and proofreading of notes, and less supplier and manufacturing confusion.

Tech Notes Features
- Database, application logic, and user interface integrates with Windchill
- Associates notes to any of PTC’s supported CAD applications
- Standard Note Definitions can be created/maintained by manufacturing process managers
- User-definable, ASME compliant automated note number management
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